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Angels

As we progress through the ragged course of our
seemingly erratic lives,

A watchful eye is focussed upon our every qualm
and indecision,

Hoping that the light of truth will somehow reach us
And deliver us from the repetitive cycles of learning

And the tedium of our blind misunderstandings.

With grace and eternal patience these souls wait in the
shadow of truth,

And pray for that spark to appear from deep within,
A spark of pure love once planted in each and every

one of us at the very beginning of time.
Then, with this recognition of our divine potential,

These beings become enlivened to action,
Reaching out to us, holding us & guiding us toward

the freedom of truth.

When our world seems grey, the colour of life
somehow bleached as if under a torturous sun,
We will find their hands upon our shoulders,

Soothing our pain with warmth and the love of
the divine mother.

When we unexpectedly trip to discover what truly
Lies before us or startle to notice what up until that

moment had remained unnoticed…it is they.
When we are without hope and a glimmer suddenly
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and miraculously appears like the twinkle of the North
Star… It is they.

When we are lost in the world of men, yet somehow
by circumstance led to redemption…it is they.

For however we see it or whatever we believe,
There is no explaining these kind vigilant souls

who lurk in the shadows of our existence.
They ask for nothing, they take nothing,

They seek no gratification, but only wish to share
with us the glory and magic of the process of life

and the power of Love.
We know these souls as Angels.

Like the shimmer of golden light across water at dusk,
These beings exist.

Like a heavenly mist of stars they descend to the
world of men.

There for those with sight to see,
They work often undetected and then are gone,

Like the final glistening of the setting sun.
When we poor mortals, lost within our material world

need consolation,
Angels are there at every turn.

It is well that we know of them,
For they are as much a part of our lives

as each breath that we take, each thought that we make.
However there is no need to believe in Angels,

Because they already believe in us.
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Life

In quest of fragrant blooms on a clear and balmy day,
I came across a withered thistle, dried and brown.

It’s prickly encrusted form all curled in and solitary,
Was drenched with sadness, tainted by the harsh barren

earth that had forsaken it.

I pondered this harsh resolve,
Knowing that the flower by its side,

Bloomed under the sun in a state of magnificence.
Was the poor thistle lost as a common plant,
Without the favour of the coloured bloom?

Or perhaps it had given up in the presence of such
beauty.

Was there choice or simply the sound of pages turning,
new and old?

Perhaps, if God be kind, that thistle will return a
sunflower,

And mock the barren earth,
To thrive under the summer sun

and look down with sadness at a struggling thistle
below.

Perhaps it will remember, and give thanks for life.
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The Lost Temple

The cold, grey stones echoed the silence
of a thousand prayers,

And in the very mortar that held those last remaining
stones together,

Were the promises of faith and ceaseless life,
That once bound them all who graced this holy place.

Pews, now dust, had held their hopes,
Their life’s passionate pleas and launched them

into the ethers, to face their God
and to implore his mercy.

But a lonely silence now swept across what
time had now replaced with emptiness,

And spoke, as if in a dream,
Of what had once unlocked the hearts of men.

Art

Once discovered,
 A creative talent if nurtured,

Aspires to become one with the endowed.
As a consequence, it is the most effortless

and the most divine of all addictions,
 Expression, the fruit of life itself.
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Shadows in the Wind

Like reflections lost in memories,
Our fallen ones wander the shadows.

Now of dust, their souls, alive in our waking moments,
follow.

Like spectres at the edge of our mind’s eye,
They reach out in desperation,

To reassure us that they live on beyond
this mortal realm.

But they are just shadows, lost from our pain,
And in the light of truth.

The shadow is now all that is for us,
Left behind, in loss, our grieving far from gone.

Love now stands alone, the one thing that binds us all,
Here and beyond.

So I let you leave me now, to be as you will be,
In my love and memory.

And I pray for peace, this mortal soul to rest,
Sure in the knowledge, that we will meet again.
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